THE ORTUS CLUB
KNOWLEDGE-SHARING FOR THE C-LEVEL

The Ortus Club is a global marketing company
specialised in the organisation of physical and virtual events dedicated to the C-level

past event locations
number of events hosted per region

our clients
We focus on bespoke lead generation.
This means we can work with clients from
any sector and anywhere in the world.

What a pleasure it has been to have
spent a morning with some of the
greatest minds in the Philippine retail
scene!
Bernice Ong | Commercial Partner, Adobe
Source: LinkedIn

our clients
Over 80% of our clients are repeat customers
and it is their feedback that drives us forward.

”
”

Thanks to all for having animated a truly
rich evening of ideas that are at the base
of an epochal change in the healthcare
sector. Awesome organisation.
Francesco De Michino | Strategic Account
Executive, Salesforce
Source: LinkedIn

All our client and guest feedback is public
and available on our Linkedin page.
An awesome sharing session. Great job
in getting everyone involved. With the
insightful sharing of experiences, it
gives peers conﬁdence to strengthen
company positions in this current
situation.
Nigel Chng | District Director, Dell
Source: LinkedIn

”

the challenge

our solution

building relationships with
the C-suite

approach to lead generation

Getting in front of the right decision-maker can be
diﬃcult, costly, and time-consuming.
Large scale events such as conferences and
webinars are great for branding purposes but when
it comes to closing a deal, they do not always
deliver.

We pride ourselves on doing a small part of the
sales process extremely well. We specialise in
engaging with senior decision-makers and creating
bespoke environments for them to come together.
Our goal is to ensure that participants get a good
understanding of our clients’ oﬀering without the
need for a pitch.

why does it work?
Specialisation
Although we can host diﬀerent
types of events, we specialise
in knowledge-sharing

Neutral invitations &
moderation
Guests don’t feel like there is a
back agenda

Pitch-free

Measurable ROI

Guests ﬁnd it refreshing to see
that event sponsors care about
what they have to say

We can schedule meetings for you
with all attendees and anyone who
was meant to attend

Matched seniority

Conﬁdentiality

Focus is on the conversation of which

Everyone in the room is a leader
which makes the conversation
more relevant and interesting

They trust that nothing leaves the
discussion and therefore are more
open to sharing

you are the expert

participants

typical agenda*
dinner roundtable
*agendas are customisable to clients’ needs

6:30 PM:
7:00 PM:
7:05 PM:
7:15 PM:
7:20 PM:
7:25 PM:
8:20 PM:
9:30 PM:

Arrival of guests and drinks reception
Welcome by The Ortus Club
Introduction of participants
Short introduction by the client
Discussion instigated by the moderator and
continued by the group
Starters served
Discussion ends, mains are served, and networking
Guests normally start leaving

typical agenda*
masterclass luncheon
*agendas are customisable to clients’ needs

11:30 AM:
12:00 PM:
12:05 PM:
12:10 PM:
12:40 PM:
1:00 PM:
2:30 PM:

Arrival of guests and lunch reception
Welcome by The Ortus Club
Presentation by client
Panel/Open discussion
Q&A
Closing remarks
Guests normally start leaving

the
moderator
We invite expert moderators to our discussions to help us
instigate the conversation and make sure that all
participants are engaged with the topic.
We have partnered with a global selection of inﬂuential,
passionate moderators that ensure all participants stay
engaged and entertained.

appointment
setting
Our primary aim is not just to organise an exciting event,
but to develop new business opportunities for you and
your sales team.
This is why we oﬀer to help set up one-on-one meetings
with the event attendees and those that registered,
ensuring tangible results that deliver ROI.

the timeline (8 weeks)
kick-oﬀ
We sit down with you to
discuss the audience,
brief, dates, themes,
location, and other
relevant information.

topic
creation

guest retention

We create a relevant
topic based on your
oﬀering.

extensive
research
We capture strategic
information on target
accounts, prioritising
them in the acquisition
stage to include relevant
information in the
handover pack.

We remain in regular
contact with guests in a
strategic manner during
the lead-up to the event.

appointment
setting
As well as event guests, we
secure appointments from
interested prospects and
dropouts.

invitations

event day

Using our expertise, we
engage with your target
audience. The aim is to
start a dialogue to gauge
their suitability for your
oﬀering and subsequently
invite them to an enjoyable
event.

During this phase, we
arrange an exclusive
event and provide an
independent moderator
able to lead an engaging
discussion on the
selected theme.

evaluation and
continuation
We catch up a couple of
months after the project
to check on the business
results.

deliverables
Pre-event
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Opportunity to provide a
guests/companies wishlist
Opportunity to prioritise wishlist
Bespoke research of qualiﬁed guests
Invitations and guest acquisition
Research and training of moderator
Topic formulation
Survey report of qualify attendees
Event welcome packs

The event
●
●
●
●
●

Speaking opportunity (5 mins)
Expert moderator
2-4 seats for your team
Registration and coordination
Event welcome pack

●
●

Roundtables
8-12 qualiﬁed guests
F&B in private dining room (in-person)

●
●
●

Masterclasses
25+ qualiﬁed guests
Expert panelists
F&B in private dining room (in-person)

Post-event
●
●
●

Appointment setting
Debrief meeting
Contact information of all registrants

How long do you need to organise everything?
The ideal event would be 7 to 8 weeks from the moment you provide
the list of companies but it can also be organised in less time.

Do you have a database?
Yes, but this should not matter. We are experts in sourcing data from
scratch and in a bespoke manner.

Who should attend from our end?
The obvious choice would be to invite your sales team. However, for
virtual discussions, given the seniority of the other participants, the
best discussions are those where the client also brings someone
senior enough to be able to relate to the experiences faced by the
guests.

Have you run events in this sector before?
We can run events anywhere and have hosted discussions for many
diﬀerent sectors. Our events are successful because we manage to get
the right people there.

Will the guests share their knowledge if their competitors are
in the room?
Yes. We make it very clear from the start that our discussions are
conﬁdential and that guests represent their own opinions and
experiences and not those of the companies they are with. Any
breach of that is directly against our privacy statement.

FAQ

Can we display a demo or powerpoint presentation?
For a roundtable, we do not recommend to display a presentation. For a
masterclass, we can display your presentations and if necessary, host a
brief Q&A session.

pricing
Number of events
(2022)

Price per
in-person
roundtable
(USD)

Price per
in-person
masterclass
(USD)

Pilot

19,900

33,995

2-3

16,000

29,000

4-8

14,500

27,500

9 - 12

13,500

24,000

13 or more

12,900

20,000

Payment Terms: full payment at least 1 week prior to event date

1. conﬁrm event
details
To host an event that adapts to your
requirements and objectives.

next
steps

2. target audience
brief
You provide us with your list of target
accounts.

3. kick-oﬀ
If the project is feasible and you have the
necessary approval, we will set up a meeting
to kick oﬀ the process where we discuss
speciﬁcs.

We look forward to
working with you!
www.ortusclub.com

